
LEGAL DRIVING AGE ESSAYS

The big debate as to whether the legal driving age should be raised to eighteen is an ongoing issue. Younger drivers, as
well as old ones, can cause many life-threatening accidents; therefore, raising the minimum driving age could
significantly reduce the number of accidents.

The extracted data was used to compile the information used to create recommendations for policy makers
regarding cell phone use while driving. With all the devices people have and interact with on a day to day
basis, there seems to be a lack of knowledge on how dangerous these devices really are. Most of the legal bars
that have been set are politically inspired, scientific studies in the recent times have shed light to the numerous
anomalies that these legal bars of adulthood possess. When it all began I started learning with a friend, yes it
may have been illegal to drive without a permit but I got more progress done then driving with a family
member. This may be one reason why over countries, including most of Europe, have a minimum driving age
set at  This might all change if congress pass a bill the was recently proposed. Only time can remove all
alcohol from the body. I see so many middle aged and older people driving like mad people. The reasons
behind peoples opinions to increase the age can easily be debatable and those opinions can be stated incorrect.
Youth particularly take the art of driving as a matter of pride, fun and the best pass time. How can anyone say
that rising the driving age would be favorable to the general community? Contrary to what many believe,
texting and driving is not the only hazard among the road. They are also increasing their injuriesâ€¦. To
reduces numbers of fatalities, we most coach our youth to be safe driver. Well that would be ridiculous. People
need to understand how important it is to not drink and drive. The argument is a big decision for whether it
should be raised or shouldn't it be raised because of the consequences of both sides. One of the reasons for
having the driving age raised would be to have a lot more experience before you actually can drive alone The
discussion has two sides because many feel that teenagers are mature enough to handle themselves, but some
feel that driving is a dangerous responsibility. Young drivers are becoming more careless and audacious to the
driving process. Teen Drivers:Get The Facts. Texting has revolutionized the way we communicate with each
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